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B7 Series

LYNNWOOD, WA — Olympus® Lock, Inc. announces the addition of a new product to its line of BEST compatible
products—the new Olympus B7 Series cam lock. This lock is a non-interchangeable core product and retrofits the
BEST 5E Series ¾” utility cam lock. It will initially be available in a 7-pin A, E or G keyway. Other keyways may be
produced depending upon demand. The locks are stocked 0-bitted and each ships with 2 key blanks, anti-rotation
plate, one straight cam and one reversible bent cam that can be installed in the in-bent or out-bent position. The
B7 Series locks are drilled for 7 pins and work with standard .108 diameter SFIC pins. We can custom key your
locks to a 5-pin, 6-pin or 7-pin system depending on your specific needs. Installation requires a ¾” diameter hole
or double-D cutout.
The patented features you’ve come to know on our DCN and DCR Series cam locks are also included on our new
B7 Series: working top slide and plug retaining staple for easy rekeying. This is a great product if you are looking
for a less expensive alternative to the BEST original 5E series and allows you to key your cabinets into your SFIC
door system without the expense of a lock and core. With the B7 Series, Olympus Lock has provided a value priced
product with superior functionality.
Olympus Lock is a manufacturer of easily rekeyable, pin tumbler cabinet locks and interchangeable core cabinet
lock bodies for a broad range of commercial applications. Our mission is to create pin tumbler cabinet locks and
accessories of unparalleled innovation, quality, keyway compatibility, and value in a manner which sets a new
industry standard for excellence. Olympus Lock—Continuing to make the changes that change the industry. For
more information contact us toll free at 800-525-0954 or visit our website at www.olympus-lock.com.

